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Odeon Capital hires Grimm, Marsh to lead high-yield, distressed sales in
new Northeast office
By Marisa Wong
Madison, Wis., Sept. 8 – Odeon Capital Group LLC
announced the opening of a new office in Greenwich, Conn.
The company said the new location reinforces its East Coast
presence as a full-service provider of high-yield and distressed debt
sales and trading solutions.
To streamline the office’s trading, research and sales
capabilities, Odeon has hired two individuals with collective
expertise that includes a focus on high-yield trading.
Robert Grimm joined Odeon as head of corporate trading.
Grimm has 30 years of experience in the industry, most recently at
McMahan Securities, where he was the head of high-yield trading.
Previously, he ran high-yield trading for firms including
Southridge Investments, J Giordano Securities Group and Lehman
Brothers.
Before that, Grimm ran corporate bond trading, sales and

research, preferred stock trading and trading and sales of all U.S.
fixed-income products in Tokyo for EF Hutton.
David Marsh joined Odeon as a research analyst focusing on
distressed and high-yield corporate bonds.
Prior to this role, he held a similar analyst position with
McMahan Securities and was treasurer of Dycom Industries.
Marsh has more than 10 years of experience analyzing fixedincome securities, including six years with FBR Capital Markets,
where he focused on high-yield and distressed securities as a
research analyst.
The new office is Odeon’s fifth location in the United States
and the United Kingdom and the firm’s fourth expansion since
June.
Based in New York, Odeon is an independent full-service
broker-dealer and investment banking firm.

Graham Packaging shifts $50 mln to bank loan from proposed bonds
By Paul A. Harris
St. Louis, Sept. 8 – Graham Packaging Co. Inc. shifted
$50 million to its bank loan from its proposed bond offering,
according to a Wednesday press release.
The shift upsizes the term loan D to $350 million from $300
million and downsizes the senior secured notes offering to $250
million from $300 million.
Citigroup and Deutsche Bank are the leads.

Proceeds will be used to help finance the acquisition of
Liquid Container LP.
The acquisition financing is also expected to involve an
extension of Graham Packaging’s existing term loan B.
Graham Packaging is a York, Pa.-based designer,
manufacturer and seller of technology-based customized blow
molded plastic containers.
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trader said, “especially versus their last six
to eight quarters.”

Skilled Healthcare soars on
settlement
The trader also saw Skilled
Healthcare’s 11% notes due 2014 “doing a
lot better” on the news that the embattled
California-based nursing home operator had
reached a settlement with plaintiffs who
had sued the company and won a huge jury
verdict against it earlier in the summer.
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He saw the bonds hitting a high of 98
1/8 bid, before finally ending at 97¾ bid.
That was up from morning lows around
95½, and well up from recent trading levels
before the settlement news of 91¼ bid.
The two sides settled the case for
$50 million – not exactly chump change,
but just a fraction of the more than $670
million which a state court jury hearing
a class-action case alleging inadequate
staffing at its nursing homes had awarded
to the plaintiffs, raising the specter that the
company could be forced into bankruptcy if

it were unable to appeal.
But after the bonds had fallen into
the high 60s immediately after that July 6
verdict from pre-verdict levels above 104,
they came off those lows in subsequent
days and weeks, and got back into the 90s
on growing signs that the two sides would
eventually settle for a more reasonable
figure and the huge jury award would be
moot.
-Stephanie N. Rotondo contributed to this
report
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